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Basketball



One of the most popular sports at every level, basketball is the only major American 
sport with a clearly identifiable inventor. James Naismith wrote the sport’s original 13 rules in 
December 1891 in Springfield, Massachusetts as part of a class assignment at the Young Men’s 
Christian Association (YMCA). The assignment was to create a game that could be played in 
YMCA gyms during the winter. Born and educated in Canada, Naismith had gone to the 
YMCA training academy (now Springfield College) as a graduate student to pursue his 
interest in the ministry and in physical education. 



Dr. Naismith spent a great deal of time designing the game. It had to be playable 
indoors or on any kind of ground and by a large number of players all at once. It should 
provide plenty of exercise, yet without the roughness of football, soccer, or rugby since that 
would risk bruises and broken bones if played in a confined space. It should be easy to learn 
but complex enough to be interesting. The game Naismith created became an adaptation of 
many games of its time, including American rugby (passing), English rugby (the jump ball), 
lacrosse (use of a goal), soccer (the shape and size of the ball), and “Duck on a Rock”, a 
game Naismith had played with his childhood friends in Bennie’s Corners, Ontario.



The first games featured nine players per side, attempting to toss a soccer ball into 
peach baskets nailed to the balconies at the ends of a gymnasium. Unlike open modern 
basketball nets, this peach basket retained its bottom. When a basket was made, the game 
paused while a man with a ladder retrieved the ball. This proved to be inefficient, and later the 
bottoms were removed from the baskets. 



After its first public match in 1892, Naismith’s game spread quickly through the global 
network of YMCAs. The first intercollegiate match, between the Minnesota School of 
Agriculture and Hamline College, was played in 1895. The earliest women’s match, in which 
Stanford beat U.C. Berkeley, took place a year later. 



James Naismith  spent a decade as the University of Kansas’s founding basketball 
coach, losing more games than he won. Today the sport’s leading historic organization, the 
Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame in Springfield, Mass., stands not far from where the 
first peach baskets were nailed up. 
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American Colleges Fuel Basketball’s Popularity





By 1897, the U.S. Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) had taken over oversight of 
American Colleges Fuel Basketball’s Popularity



separately took over control of the college game, creating the collegiate "Basket Ball 

By 1897, the U.S. Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) had taken over oversight of 

basketball activity from the YMCA. In April 1905, representatives of fifteen colleges 
separately took over control of the college game, creating the collegiate "Basket Ball 
Rules Committee.” The Committee was then absorbed in 1909 into what would later 
become the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). The extremely popular 
NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament was started in 1939.





The first balls made specifically for basketball were brown, and it was only in the 
late 1950s that the orange ball in use today was introduced. Dribbling was not part of the 
original game except for the "bounce pass" to teammates. Passing the ball was the 
primary means of ball movement. Dribbling was eventually introduced but limited by the 
asymmetric shape of early balls. Dribbling only became a major part of the game around 
the 1950s, as manufacturing improved the ball shape.






The NBA and ABA





Basketball’s first professional league was founded in 1898, seven years before nets 
finally replaced the sport’s original peach baskets. This league, made up of six teams, was 
abandoned in 1904. There were later attempts to establish leagues, but it wasn’t until the 
owners of ice hockey arenas in major U.S. Northeastern and Midwestern and Canadian 
cities joined together that a lasting organization was formed. This  league was founded in 
New York City on June 6, 1946 as the Basketball Association of America (BAA). The 
league adopted the name National Basketball Association (NBA) in 1949 after merging 
with the rival National Basketball League (NBL).





The American Basketball Association (ABA) was founded as an alternative to the 
NBA in 1967 at a time when the NBA was experiencing a lot of popularity. The ABA 
offered an alternative game style as well as some changes in the rules, such a the three-
point shot. Julius Erving was the leading player in the league, and he helped launch a 
modern style of play that emphasizes leaping and play above the rim.





 The ABA did not prove to be as successful as the NBA, and merged with the NBA 
in the summer of 1976. Its four most successful franchises (the New York Nets, Denver 
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Double Dribble: Dribbling the ball with both hands on the ball at the same time, or picking up the 
dribble and then dribbling again is a double dribble.



Held Ball: Occasionally, two or more opposing players will gain possession of the ball at the same time. 
Double Dribble: Dribbling the ball with both hands on the ball at the same time, or picking up the 
dribble and then dribbling again is a double dribble.




Held Ball: Occasionally, two or more opposing players will gain possession of the ball at the same time. 
In order to avoid a prolonged and/or violent tussle, the referee stops the action and awards the ball to 
one team or the other on a rotating basis. 



Goaltending: If a defensive player interferes with a shot while it's on the way down toward the basket, 
while it's on the way up toward the basket after having touched the backboard, or while it's in the 

violation and the ball is awarded to the opposing team for a throw-in from the sideline.



Backcourt Violation: Once the offense has brought the ball across the mid-court line, they cannot go 

inbounds from the sideline.



Time Restrictions: A player passing the ball inbounds has five seconds to pass the ball. If he does not, 
then the ball is awarded to the other team. 






Player Positions






Center: Centers are generally the tallest players. They are usually  positioned near the basket. The 
center's goal is to get open for a pass and to shoot. They are also responsible for blocking defenders, 
known as picking or screening, to open other players up for driving to the basket for a goal. Centers 
are expected to get some offensive rebounds and put-backs, in which he immediately scores on a 

shots and passes in the key area. Centers also are expected to get a lot of rebounds because they're 
taller.



Forward: The next tallest players will most likely be forwards. While a forward may be called upon to 
play under the hoop, they may also be required to operate in the wings and corner areas. Forwards are 
responsible to get open for a pass, take outside shots, drive for goals, and get rebounds. Defensive 
responsibilities include preventing drives to the goal and rebounding.



Guard: These are likely the shortest players and are very good at dribbling fast, seeing the court, and 
passing. It is their job to bring the ball down the court and set up offensive plays.
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Name	  ___________________________	  
	  

Basketball : True or False?




1._______James Naismith created basketball as part of an assignment.



2._______Basketball has its origins in rugby and soccer among other games.



3._______Dr. Naismith wrote fifteen rules for the game.



4._______The first baskets were made from peach baskets.



5._______ Basketball was played at the college level before the professional level.



6._______ The first women’s matches took place many years after men’s first matches.



7._______Dr. Naismith was a winning coach.



8._______If you want to visit the Basketball Hall of Fame, go to Illinois.



9._______ Passing was originally the primary way of moving the ball down the court.



10._______Improving the shape of the ball allowed for dribbling to be introduced.



11._______Owners of ice hockey rinks created the first lasting professional league.



12._______The NBA was formed in 1959.



13._______ Julius Irving played for the ABA.



14._______The ABA had an impact on how the game was played.



15._______ Basketball is played the same at all levels.



16._______ The game begins with a coin toss.



17._______ Each team has five players on the court at a time.



18._______ Every basket counts for two points.



19._______A free throw is the result of a foul.



20.______Guards are generally taller than forwards.
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X	  
Power	  Forward	   X	  

Small	  Forward	  

X	  
	  	  Center	  

X	  
	  	  	  Shoo3ng	  Guard	  

X	  
Point	  Guard	  

	  	  Free	  Throw	  Line	  
Basket	  made	  here	  =	  1pt	  

Midcourt	  Line	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Three	  Point	  Line	  
Basket	  made	  inside	  line	  =	  2pts.	  
Basket	  made	  outside	  of	  line	  =	  3	  pts.	  

The	  “Key”	  

Center	  
Court	  

Basketball Player Positions and Court Features
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Design your own NBA team uniforms.


_______________________	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  _______________________	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
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NBA Teams - Atlantic, Central and Southeast 

C Z S N Z S N B M S J K H S B 
I A A T K J V T U C T A Z D U 
W M V C E Z V A B L W E Z R C 
J G I A J N O E Q K L V N A K 
R N R J L R R H S F Z S P Z S 
K M L O K I V O G A U Q I I M 
P A C E R S E P H Z B E C W C 
I U G Q S U X R R E C Z M Z E 
O R B N C R K A S T B H L C Z 
H X Z P B T P Z D E P A L E H 
S E V E N T Y S I X E R S L N 
S F S N O T S I P P Z N R T T 
C S O R C I G A M X K S G I G 
M M S G N C L X Z Q L K M C N 
X V X E M V V Y V C I P M S N 
  
  BUCKS	 	 	 	 HEAT		 	 	 PACERS 
   BULLS	 	 	 	 HORNETS	 	 	 PISTONS 
   CAVALIERS	 	 	 KNICKS	 	 	 RAPTORS	  
   CELTICS	 	 	 	 MAGIC	 	 	 SEVENTY-SIXERS 
   HAWKS	 	 	 	 NETS	 	 	 	 WIZARDS 
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